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About This Game

JimJams games are a small, indie development team with a love for the retro games of the '80's and 90's. We only develop
games that embrace that era, aiming to provide true classicly styled gaming, with a massive retro feel, maybe with a slight hint

of what these games would have been with a little more processing power.

We don't aim to develop AAA games, but simply to bring our passion for a time gone by to those who love truly classic themed
and inspired games. If this is a genre and era that you love, then our games are for you.

Solar Wind is our take on the classic sidescrolling shoot 'em ups of the past. Fight your way through deep space, penetrate
asteriod belts, swoop low across alien moons, and weave through narrow caverns, and alien complexes as you take the fight to an

unknown enemy.

Solar Wind encompasses many elements of the classic side scrolling, shoot 'em ups. Blast asteroids, take on alien ships, upgrade
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your ship with numerous add-ons, and navigate the unknown in the retro-themed blaster. We've taken our love of such games as
Scramble, R-Type, Gradius, Vanguard, and a load more and combined our favourite features of each.... And we haven't stopped

yet!

20 challenging, themed, retro blasting stages.

 A new big boss at the end of every stage.

 Over 90 different aliens, enemy weapons and defences..

 Destroy radar stations and ground bases to interrupt the alien responses.

 Fight challenging and varied mid-stage boss ships.

 Upgrade your ship with over 80 weapons, equipment, armour and add-ons.
,

 Battle to the thundering, original, Astro rock soundtrack.
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Title: Solar Wind
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
JimJams Games
Publisher:
JimJams Games
Release Date: 12 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP2

Processor: Dual Core 2.80 Ghz or higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nivida 850M or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 600 MB available space

Sound Card: N/A

English
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\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 me. As an avid Film Junk fan, I had to pick the game up in support of Dirty Frank. Like Frank, I
won't let my fandom impact my review. So let's dive in.

What I like

+ The splitting mechanic is interesting and different.
+ The few songs there are on the soundtrack are pretty good
+ Game runs like a dream for me (no problems so far)
+ Controls work fairly well

What I didn't like

- Game feels short (Having finished it in around 3 hours, I can safely say it is)
- Environments are pretty bland and there is no real reason for exploration
- Story is meh (characters don't emote really at all)
- Playing for a long period of time can make hands cramp (have to hold down triggers and use both joysticks a lot)
- $$$, game seems slightly overpriced, especially given alternative options like Hollow Knight, Owlboy, Ori, Rayman, etc.
- Camera: At times the camera moves to fit everything on screen which can make seeing your character tough.
- The last 3rd of the game is pretty badly designed.

Overall, pick up this game if you've already hit all the staples of platformers out there. There's enough here to have some fun
with, but the game features a ton of drawbacks. Overall I wasn't blown away.

5.5\/10. Liked the game but if you are in for the steam achievements they were there but never worked I received none despite
actually accomplishing many. Game is fun, got stuck a few times by not doing things in just the right order but that makes it
interesting and not too easy.. While this is not Coral Painter ..limiting your options does encourage you to be more creative and
this is very fun to play with others. It requires a bit of patience to work out how everything works as there is no help file (there
is a help screen if you search). But it's very rewarding when other players vote up your art..I'm having more fun with this 69 cent
game than I have had with titles costing $20!. Could use more work. It gets really easy once you figure out the perfect ratio for
the recipe. All you have to do is slide the temperature up and down depending on the weather the next day and keep the recipe
the same. After that, you can level up all the way by day 30 like I did... with 60 days left on the clock. 60 more days of the same
thing over and over again... to be fully playable there should be more features added.

Actually just encountered a bug the day after the Mayor comes and buys 6 cups of coffee. The customers suddenly stop coming
to the shop and there's no way to end the day. Bugs galore in this game. Pass on it.. come on make it last abit longer..... great
mod,it works awesome,and it is still being updated.The multiplayer is not always up for this mod.. I love the battle academy
games. They are easy enough to play but so hard to master. VEry strong one-more-go feeling.. Decent, though absolutely
useless.. I loved Guns of Icarus Online but this game is no where near as good. I only bought it because I wanted to collect all the
games in the series. However, this is expected as it was released in 2010 and was pretty much a little prototype to Guns of Icarus
and I didn't expect it to be great. I bought it for less than a dollar so I can't really complain. That being said, I'm curious why the
developers kept this on Steam as those who have never played Guns of Icarus Online might think that it is similar to Flight of
the Icarus and shun Guns of Icarus Online when it is in fact an amazing game.
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I wanted so badly to like this game, and to be able to recommend it. It was clearly made with passion, and is artistically very
beautiful. I'd still suggest picking it up if it's on sale if you like the look of it. But it is pretty flawed-

- The 1977 setting doesn't actually come up much in the game, despite it being part of the marketing
- The controls feel extremely floaty and unpleasant, as if they are simple Game-Maker routines
- The abilities aquired through the game are frustrating and unpleasant to use
- No controller support
- The pacing is surprisingly inconsistent for such a short game
- The story feels inconsistent and sloppy
- There are barely any puzzles, and the mechanics that are introduced aren't capitalised on
- There is a general lack of feedback to your actions

Every aspect of this had so much potential. It could have been a puzzle based metroidvania (it even explicitly acknowledges that
link at one point) which would have been wonderful! Unfortunately, it feels sloppily produced and unpolished in many ways. It
isn't terrible, but it's hard to recommend when there are so many other high quality, short indie games out there.. Great
challenging and enjoyable tower defense game. Highly recommended if you enjoy strategy / tower defense games.. should come
with larger dlc... i love you guys but you need to figure this whole dlc\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665out. I bought the
Gravita when it was 50% off as I wanted another German shunting loco.

Pros:
+Visuals are superb, in and out of the cab
+Unique controls make it fun to drive
+Bugs have been fixed (to my knowledge)
+Extra features well implemented
+Scenarios are interesting and challenging

-Taxes performance so low end machines will struggle
-Fancy displays in cab have no function... a little disappointing

Overall, well worth a buy and a bargain I caught in the sales.. How do I open this on a Mac, lol??. This USED to be a pretty good
game. It's a match three puzzle game that flows to the beat of the music you put in it. In theory. The game was ok with the beat
detection (which is important here because doing things on the beat is the way to succeed), but it was a little rough in spots. So
they put out a patch to improve the beat detection, which just ended up wrecking it beyond repair. It's just a mess now and does
not really match up to your music at all, which is the worst sin for a game based on generating content from your music. Pass on
this one.. the game is simple and the pics are not great ):. Honestly, it's so bad that it's good. If you have 3 other people to play
with, you'll get at least 2 hours of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665talking fun. Otherwise if you're a solo looking to
play with people - good luck. I've yet to see another game going besides my own when with friends.. Depressing gameplay about
clock-watching, and cliched ending. Played it right through to the end, still dont quite know why. Maybe I was expecting some
kind of gem of wisdom, instead of the "you've been stuck in the Matrix the whole time" stupidity.

Solar Wind - Coming Soon.:
We're very pleased to annouce that our next retro styled game, Solar Wind will be coming to Steam as an early access release
around 20th December 2017.

Like our other games, Solar Wind reflects our love of the classics, and this time, we're visiting the world of the side scrolling
shoot 'em up.

Command a fleet of ships as you battle an unknown alien menace across the galaxy. Customise your ships for the battle to come,
mine resources, defend planets and moons from bombardment and navigate asteroid belts and cave systems.

As an early access release, you'll join the fight from the start, and get a chance to help shape the games direction with your
feedback.

More details soon..
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The JimJamsGames team.. Update 3:
Hi All,

We're continuing to work on developing Solar Wind, and following feedback, we've addressed a number of issues and tweaked
various gameplay elements.

1) Updated 3rd Stage and added a 12th Stage.
2) Added text prompt to key mapping.
3) Added keymap save, so your selection is now remembered.
4) Improved stage 1 to allow for a less steep learning curve.
5) Tweaked radar jamming to have a more pronouced affect on rockets.
6) Improved text visuals.
7) Ships now start with 2 armour to ease starting difficulty.
8) Improved pickup visuals
9) Improved pickup collection.
10) Shield generators can no longer be destroyed by accidental fire.
11) Minor bug fixes.

Thanks everyone for your support , and enjoy the latest update.

The JimJams Games team.. Solar Wind launches on Steam:
Hi All,

We're very pleased to announce that after a delay of several months, Solar Wind launches to the public as an EA release.

We've chosen EA as we know that there are a lot of you who love this genre and by releasing as early access, we would like to
give you all the opportunity to help shape the future development of Solar Wind, as it moves forward from another of our retro
inspired games towards the ultimate classic side scroller.

We're sure you'll love our current nods to various games, and rest assured, we'll be adding more levels, developing more
weapons and more bangs for your bucks as development continues.

We welcome feedback, so please feel free to commment.

Thanks, and enjoy.

The JimJams Games team.. Quick update.:
Hi All,

We've launched a small update today which fixes a few small issues, adds some additional soundtracks to various stages, as well
as some internal changes paving the way for future stages.

Enjoy,

The JimJams Games team.. Happy Star Wars Day!:
Hi All,

In celebration of Star Wars day, it felt right here at JimJams towers that we should launch an update for Solar Wind. Along with
the usual tweaks and peaks we've added some more content, and improved the continue function to allow the replaying of any
stage previously completed.

Here's what's new.

1) Added 2 new levels.
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2) Added 2 new achievements
3) Updated the Continue.
4) Added 2 new concealed turrets
5) Fixed pathfinding issue in level 2
6) Tweaks to alien behaviour across the board.

That's it for now.

May the 4th be with you.

The JimJams games team.. Solar Wind - Launch News.:
Hi All,

After a very hectic Christmas and New Year, we at JimJamsGames have decided that in order to release the best EA version of
Solar Wind to the public, we need another few weeks to tweak the game and work a little more on the visuals.

We hope that you'll stay with us during this delay, and we know we'll have a much better release for you all as a result. The
delay has already lead to a number of very cool improvements, and will result in a much deeper game.

Thanks for reading,

The JimJamsGames team.. It's good to achieve:
Hi All,

As we continue to work through our list of early access commitments, we're reached another milestone, and have added the
much requested first round of achievements. For this update, we've added 23, which many more to follow as Solar Wind
continues to grow.

Enjoy,

The JimJams Games team.. Fuel, give me more Fuel!:
Hi again,

We've uploaded a quick update today following feedback from players. Some of you found that fuel disappeared too quickly or
was too difficult to collect.

So, we've considered the feedback and have added more ways to collect fuel, you can now fly low over fuel dumps and drain
energy from them, fly through shield generators (This is a good one, it repairs hull damge, refuels your ship, and gives you a
protective shield for 6 seconds). You can also bomb fuel installations for a small fuel increase, (Something often seen in the
classic side scrollers) and finally, you can gain another small increase from a pick up if you're lucky enough to find one.

We listen to all comments and read all reviews, and this is how you can help us to develop Solar Wind into the game you want to
play. We can't promise to include all of your ideas, but we will consider them all.

Thanks everyone,

The JimJams Games team.

. It's Christmas time, let's blast everything in sight!:
Hi All,

In keeping with our commitment to update our games to keep them fresh and challenging, we've released the latest update to our
side-scrolling shooter, Solar Wind.
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So, what's new?

 Added 3 new stages, to bring the total to 20

 Added 3 new end of level bosses, each with unique behaviours.

 Upgraded player weapons to increase damage

 Added 40 new player weapon upgrades.

 Increased Steam Achievements to reflect additional levels

 Improved explosions and visuals

 Tweaked many areas for improved performance.

 Updated media and added additional alien landscapes.

 Tweaked laser gates to slice through player armour.

 Localised high score feature.
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 Many smaller tweaks and updates for improved game-play.

That's it for now, we may have another smaller update in a few days, but we were keen to get you this impressive new
build in time for Christmas.

Enjoy,

The JimJams Games team.
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